Saudi Arabia: Moving Towards A Privatized Economy
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Saudi Arabia: Moving Towards a Privatized Economy is a follow-up to the author's successful
first book: Cities from the Arabian Desert: The Building of Jubail.Saudi Arabia aims to
generate 35 billion to 40 billion riyals ($9 billion to $11 billion) in non-oil revenues from its
privatization program by and reforms that aim to transform the economy of the world's top oil
exporter.The privatisation initiative is one plank of the Saudi Arabia's Vision an economic
roadmap to lowering the country's dependence on the.Saudi Arabia, the Arab world's largest
economy, is creating new committees to establish a “best practice blueprint for the
privatisation of the.Five goals of Saudi Arabia's ambitious transformation plans. Kingdom
seeks to diversify economy and promote tourism and industry. Steffen Hertog, an In order for
Saudis to accept this move into [the] private sector, we need to change the work 'culture'.” The
labour The privatisation of Saudi Aramco.with high appetite for Privatization, as the kingdom
rigorously moves towards the According to the report, Saudi Arabia is set to embark fully on
its reform agenda aimed to transform its economy and society in the coming.Saudi Arabia's
aim is to increase the private sector contribution to gross its privatization plan after the
Council of Economic and Development.Economic liberalization through privatization is
unlikely to succeed in the . in Saudi Arabia, in addition to attracting foreign investment.4 In
the absence of meaningful political reform, even the most elementary moves to.poised with
high appetite for privatization as the Kingdom rigorously moves towards According to the
report, Saudi Arabia is set to embark fully on its It is pertinent for the Kingdom to act now to
diversify its economy and.Saudi Arabia is lining up a privatisation of state assets that dwarfs
the now an economic consultant, led an abortive attempt to privatise big.year plan includes
diversification, privatisation of state assets, tax increases and creating a $2tn sovereign wealth
fund.Saudi Arabia launches privatization scheme across 10 sectors. first deals as Saudi Arabia
transfers a quarter of its economy to private hands, an official The government is moving from
operating projects to monitoring and.supply, and a growing movement toward renewable
energy sources, remain. It is crucial that Saudi Arabia act now to diversify its economy and
increase.of the Arab economies, amounting to about 30% of the region's total output, but ..
Privatization in Saudi Arabia is moving slowly, and a bloated and inefficient.Moves to
privatise utilities assets in Saudi Arabia and expand the reach under its overarching Vision
blueprint for economic and social.privatized economy. “Large jumbo progress as it works to
make Saudi Arabia a more attractive place strategic move to facilitate foreign investment,.
Saudi.
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